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Introduction

“Nothing in life is to be feared, it is only to be understood”—
Marie Curie

The risks of radiation have been an ever-present concern for
radiation workers since the discovery of X-rays and radioac-
tivity at the end of the 19th century. After the atomic
bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, this concern flooded
the public conscience and as a consequence, governments
and regulatory agencies adopted a sort of zero tolerance to
radiation risks in the form of the Linear no-threshold (LNT)
model. Since then, meticulous follow-up of the atom bomb
survivors, early radiobiological studies, and the sensational
nuclear accidents in Chernobyl and Fukushima had rein-
forced this concern and the desire for absolute safety. Routine

radiation doses to patients, medical staff, and industrial
radiation workers are below 100mGy. With rare exceptions,
populations exposed to high environmental radiation from
natural sources or contamination following accidents also
fall in this dose range. In other words, risks of low dose
radiation, encountered in the process of peaceful application
of radiation, are more relevant to society. Incontrovertible
evidence exists for stochastic effects at doses above 0.5 to 1
Gy. The LNT model, however, extrapolates this risk linearly
into the low dose range all the way to zero. Paradoxically
recent data from these very same sources—population stud-
ies and radiobiology—which established and validated the
LNTmodel over the years, have yielded evidencewhich casts
doubt on this assumption. These developments have great
import to both the future of radiology practice and nuclear
power. Recently studies claiming increased risk of cancer
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Abstract The “no dose is safe” linear no-threshold (LNT) model forms the basis for radiation
safety in radiology practice. This model has its origins in observations of germline
mutations in fruit flies exposed to X-rays. After World War II, quantitative risk estimates
of radiation injury are primarily derived from the atomic bomb survivor Life Span Study.
Current understanding of tissue response to radiation has raised doubts about the
validity of LNT model at low doses encountered in the practice of diagnostic radiology.
This article traces the evolution of basic radiation safety concepts and provides a bird’s
eye view of the Life Span Study and other studies which throw light on the matter. The
arguments for an alternative, threshold, or even hermetic models of dose response are
examined. The relevance of these developments to the nuclear power industry is also
outlined.
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from CT scanners have created a furore both among the
public as well as within the medical community. It is vital
that radiologists are aware of the origin and evolution of
concepts of radiation risk and the emerging evidence indi-
cating safety of low dose radiation.

The discovery of X-rays in 1895 was followed by its wide
and rapid adoption for various applications ranging from
research in the physical sciences to medical diagnosis to
cosmetic skin treatments and even shoe-fittingfluoroscopes.
Radioactivity discovered a year later was also subject to
intense investigation by scientists and found early commer-
cial applications like radiumdials inwatches. Along with this
enthusiasm and the obvious benefits, the risks of radiation
also became apparent within a few years. The tragic story of
Clarence Dally, Thomas Alva Edison’s assistant, is a case in
point. Dally was involved in developing an improved X-ray
tube which involved long hours of exposure to radiation to
his hands without any protection. He developed radiation
burns on both hands which subsequently became cancerous
and had to undergo a series of amputations of both upper
limbs before succumbing to metastatic disease.1 Subse-
quently many physicists and medical imaging pioneers in
the western world also suffered injuries and some of them,
unfortunately, became radiation “martyrs.” Though the
mechanism of injury was not known, knowledge of the
physics of X-rays and gamma rays itself led to early protec-
tion measures based on time of exposure, distance, and
shielding. However, up until the middle of the 20th century,
radiation effects on the body remained largely in the domain
of experts and was not a cause for public concern.

In 1927, Herman J. Mueller, discovered that X-rays pro-
duce mutations in the germ cells of Drosophila fruit fly by
observing anomalies in the progeny.2 The discovery, apart
from illuminating and opening new avenues in the field of
genetics, marked the first step in the study of biologic effects
of radiation. In 1928, the International X-ray and Radium
Protection Committee (IXRPC) was established with Rolf
Maximilian Sievert as chairman. The organization was
renamed International Committee for Radiological Protec-
tion (ICRP) in 1950.3 The Americans constituted the National
Council on Radiation Protection & Measurements (NCRP) in
1929. In 1934 IXRPC recommended a “tolerance” dose of 0.2
Roentgens per day (approximately 730mSv/y) for radiation
workers. The term “tolerance” implies that there are no risks
below that threshold dose. In 1951, amidst mounting con-
cerns about effects of radiation this was revised down to 0.3
Roentgens per week (approximately 154mSv/y) and the
term “maximum permissible” dose was applied implying
uncertainty about absolute safety below this level.4

The atom bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in Au-
gust 1945 and its immediate aftermath shocked the scientific
world and the general public, forcefully bringing into center
stage the danger posed by nuclear weapons and more
importantly, the hazards of radiation to public health. Her-
man Mueller in his Nobel Prize acceptance speech in 1946
stated that dose–injury relationship for mutationswas linear
and that no dose, however, small, is safe.5 In the 1950s the
United States (U.S.), Britain and Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics (USSR) conducted hundreds of surface-based and
high atmosphere nuclear tests leading to significant radioac-
tive fallout. Despite government secrecy and official assur-
ances that the radiation levels were within safe limits, there
was great public anxiety and scientists like Linus Pauling
campaigned for banning atmospheric nuclear tests. It is
important to understand that germline genetic modification
by radiation-induced mutations which could potentially
harmmillions of unborn childrenwas the dominant concern
of this era. Somatic effects like cancer were thought to have a
differentmechanism.4,5 The geneticists argued that the same
risk of radiation-inducedmutations in germ cells must apply
to somatic cells and further that these mutations could lead
to cancer. Thus, the basis of carcinogenesis that we today
accept as fact was first expressed in the nuclear safety debate
of the 1950s. The deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) structure had
just been discovered by Watson and Crick in 1953 and it
would take many years to unravel the gene as a physical
entity and understand its function in cells. The “no safe dose”
was proposed based on germline mutations for which the
geneticists apparently had direct evidence. This also made
the gonads appear to be themost critical targets of radiation,
a fact that was to have a very long-lasting impact on
regulatory policy and the perceptions of generations of
doctors and patients.

Linear No-Threshold Model

Recent research has shown that there were other dose
response studies at that time that suggested a linear rela-
tionship only at high doses raising the possibility of a
threshold effect. But these studies were overlooked by
dominant voices including Mueller, due, perhaps, to their
strongmoral indignation at the use of atomic science for war
and their desire to protect future generations from potential
harm.5 In view of the raging controversy playing out in the
media and scientific circles the U.S. National Academy of
Sciences constituted a Biological Effects of Atomic Radiation
(BEAR) committee to study the issue and provide recom-
mendations. The 1st BEAR report submitted in 1956 recom-
mended reductions in permissible dose and adoption of LNT
model for guiding regulatory policy. Later the committeewas
renamed Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR) and it
has continued to submit its recommendations periodically,
the latest being the BEIR VII report in 2006. By the early
1970s the LNT model was firmly established and adopted by
ICRP and all other national regulatory bodies. The recom-
mendation of the ICRP Publication No: 26 adopted in 1977
was a watershed in radiation safety history.6 It outlined for
the first time the ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable)
principle which follows directly from the LNT concept and
became central to the practice of Radiology. The publication
also, for the first time, assigned tissue weighting factors for
various organs based on their estimated sensitivity to radia-
tion injury.

The linear no threshold model underpins the radiation
safety recommendations and cancer risk predictions of
international and national radiation safety authorities—
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ICRP, NCRP, Atomic Energy Regulatory Board (AERB), United
Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radi-
ation (UNSCEAR), etc. The model is based on a “single-hit”
hypothesis which assumes that a photon or particle of
ionizing radiation directly damages a random part of the
DNA molecule leading to a point mutation or strand break
which can turn into cancer later on or, in the case germ cells,
cause congenital anomalies in the progeny. LNT implies that
even the smallest incremental dose above background
increases the relative risk for oncogenesis by a proportional
amount and that damage is cumulative (►Fig. 1). The LNT
model and the ALARA principle find application not only in
medical procedures but also directs the design, construction,
and operation of nuclear power plants. Nuclear waste dis-
posal and government policy related to the evacuation of
public and environmental clean ups following nuclear acci-
dents are also guided by this concept.

Is LNT Model Reliable for Low Dose
Exposures?

While the link between radiation and cancer at high doses
above 1Gy (1,000mGy) is unquestionable, at lower doses
there is room for skepticism. By convention “Low Dose”
refers to doses below 100mSv. This is the range which
concerns patients undergoing diagnostic radiology proce-
dures, radiationworkers, and populations exposed to natural
radiation or contamination of environment. Though the
model is universally accepted and applied for regulatory
purposes, many physicists and even some scientific bodies
have questioned its validity in recent times. The reasons for
this shift in thinking have arisen from different parts of the

world and in different fields of study. It is necessary for
radiologists to be acquainted with these issues to have a
holistic and updated understanding of radiation safety in
their practice. There are five distinct “stories”: (1) Data from
the atom bomb survivor Life Span study; (2) The recent CT
radiation dose controversy; (3) Molecular biological studies
on the response of cell and DNA to radiation; (4) Studies of
populations exposed to high levels of natural and back-
ground radiation in India, China, Brazil, and Iran and (5)
Studies of the local population and environment in Cher-
nobyl and Fukushima. We will examine each one in turn.

The Life Span Study

After the atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the
Japanese and the U.S. governments collaborated to study the
effects of radiation on the surviving population in these
cities. In 1947, the Atom Bomb Casualty Commission was
created to oversee and coordinate the effort to identify
survivors, conduct clinical examinations, and collect data.
In 1955 ABCC launched the Life Span Study (LSS) which is a
multicohort lifelong follow-up of atom bomb survivors and
controls. In 1975, the commission was renamed as the
Radiation Effects Research Foundation (RERF). The LSS
remains, to this day, the most important source for our
understanding the effects of radiation on humans. All the
radiation risk assessment and safety recommendations of
the ICRP and the various national organizations derive from
the LSS results which are published from time to time.

The main cohort of the LSS was the carefully selected
120,000 residents of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, 96,000 of
whom were exposed to the bomb and 24,000 were controls
who were “not in city” at the time of the bombing. The dose
to each survivor was estimated by ascertaining the distance
from the center to the spot where the person found herself at
the time of bombing and the shielding present, i.e., whether
the person was in the open or inside a wooden/metal/
concrete building or underground in a shelter. It is notewor-
thy that though the mean dose was 200mSv, 80% of subjects
in the study received doses less than 100mSv and only 7%
received doses above 500mSv. The second cohort was 3,600
women pregnant and exposed at the time of bombing and
followed up to study the effect of radiation in utero. The third
cohort was 77,000 children whose one parent or both
parents were survivors of the bombing.

The risk for cancer is expressed as excess relative risk
(ERR). Relative risk is the ratio of occurrence rate in exposed
population to that in controls, i.e., number of cancers in
exposed individuals/number of exposed individuals divided
by number of cancers in nonexposed/number of nonexposed
individuals. ERR is this value minus 1.

Increased risk for leukemia became evident by the early
1950s in subjects who received more than approximately
200mSv. The incidence peaked early and reduced over the
years with the majority of excess deaths occurring before
1975. Therewere 45% excess deaths in those exposed tomore
than 5mGy and 86% more for those exposed to 1 Gy.
However, leukemia is a rare disease, and the absolute

Fig. 1 Schematic graphs showing three dose responses. Linear no-
threshold (red) is a straight line, starts at zero and has no curve.
Threshold response (yellow) rises from a threshold dose after zero.
Hormetic curve (green) is biphasic. At low doses it dips below baseline,
indicating benefit and then crosses baseline at a threshold and rises
into the zone of risk. All three responses are considered plausible in
radiobiology.
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number of excess deaths was only 98 and it was seen
predominantly in persons exposed at a young age.

Solid cancers on the other hand had a long latency and
showed a gradual increase which remained proportional to
age-related cancer rates of the nonexposed population. The
highest ERR (>0.8) was observed for bladder, female breast,
and lung cancers. However, the largest absolute number of
excess cancers was seen for female breast, stomach, colon,
lung, and liver cancers due to the high incidence of these
cancers in the Japanese population. It is worth noting that
out of a total of 17,448 cancers detected in the entire cohort
of 120,000 subjects, there were only 853 cancers which were
attributable (excess over baseline rate) to radiation. This
represents just 11% of all subjects exposed to >5mGy who
developed solid cancers. This proportion increases to nearly
50% in subjects who received >1 Gy.7,8

Based on the data LSS had postulated a linear dose
response from low doses (<100mGy) all the way to 2 Gy.
Most recent analysis of the LSS data reveals a very small ERR
of 0.01 in the 0 to 100mSv range and the investigators advice
caution in attributing causation to radiation below 100mSv.9

Significantly, females have a 50%more excess risk thanmales
and a steeper and more linear response at all dose ranges.
Younger age at exposure and higher attained age (time from
exposure to cancer) increases the risk significantly. The
overall life span of survivors was reduced by 1.3 year for
an exposure of 1Gy and by only 1 month, on an average, for
an exposure of 100mSv.10

To put it in perspective an acute exposure of 1,000mGy to
a population of 100 people would lead to one excess cancer
over and above the 42 persons who would have cancer from
other causes.11 The natural background rate of cancer in
humans is very high—around 40% in males and 29% in
females. Detecting a very small increase, if any, of cancer
in a population exposed to low doses of radiation is a big
epidemiological challenge. There is, thus, reason to doubt the
validity of extrapolating risks at high doses to doses below
200 or 100mGy12 (►Fig. 2).

The in utero exposure cohort showed significant mental
retardation of children in those exposed between 8 and
15 weeks post conception. This manifested as microcephaly,
neuronal migration anomalies, or abnormal brain architec-
ture. A threshold of more than 300mGy was observed. No
effects were seen for exposures before 8 weeks or after
25 weeks. The risk for leukemia and solid cancers for in
utero exposure was slightly less than that for exposure in
childhood.7 The ICRP 84 publication which laid down
recommendations for radiation safety in pregnancy reflect
these findings. Risk for mental retardation and other
congenital anomalies is deemed to be minimal or nonexis-
tent even at fetal exposures of 100mSv which are extremely
unlikely in diagnostic radiology.13 Radiologists need to
be aware, that not doing an indicated abdominal CT (10–
20mSv) for an emergent indication in a pregnant
woman may not be appropriate or wise and that there is
no rationale for termination of pregnancy following an
indicated or accidental exposure to diagnostic X-rays in
pregnancy.

The third LSS cohort of children born to exposed parents
was carefully selected to address the most important ques-
tion the scientific community was facing in the 1950s—the
effect of radiation on germ cells and thereby the next
generation. The surprising finding was that irrespective of
the amount of radiation received by one or both parents,
there was no excess incidence of congenital anomalies,
mental retardation, or childhood leukemia. Some of these
individuals are in their 7th decade of life now and there has
also been no increase in adult cancers compared with con-
trols. Even direct tests for chromosomal aberrations in
peripheral leukocytes do not show any difference.7 The
relative radio-resistance of human germ cells, evident by
the 1990s, upturned a long-held dogma and effectively took
the gonads out of the center of the radiation safety debate.
However, “gonad centricity” continues to cast a shadowover
training in radiodiagnosis and our choice of subspecialty
practice! Comparing the relative weights assigned to various
organs in the ICRP tissue weighting tables over the years is
very instructive (►Table 1). In the veryfirst publication (ICRP
26 in 1977), the gonads were assigned 25% of the total risk to
all tissues. This was reduced to 20% in the second publication
(ICRP 60 in 1990) and dramatically scaled down to 8% in the
latest update (ICRP 103 in 2007).6,14

Recent Radiation Controversies in
Diagnostic Radiology

In 2007 Brenner andHall published an article inNewEngland
Journal of Medicine (NEJM) highlighting the exponential
increase in radiation to the American public, over the pre-
ceding decade, from medical procedures, especially CT
scans.15 Brenner and Hall estimated the collective dose
from all radiological investigations and divided that figure
by the U.S. population to derive an average excess dose per
person per year of 3mSv frommedical procedures alone. The

Fig. 2 Schematic graph showing linear dose response to radiation at
high doses (solid line) with strong evidence and extrapolation of
this trend to low doses (dashed line) where the risk is difficult to
establish over background cancer rates.
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collective dose when multiplied by the slope of the LNT line
derived from LSS can give the total excess cancer deaths that
can be expected. The authors stated that up to 2% of all
cancers in the United States may be attributable to radiation
from CT. Ironically the ICRP publication 103 in the same year
clearly states that collective doses should not be used for
epidemiological studies or for risk assessments because of
large underlying biological and statistical uncertainties.14

This article receivedwidespread publicity in the print and
electronic media and raised a worldwide firestorm of con-
troversy around radiation dose in diagnostic radiology. The
ongoing CT multislice race which was leapfrogging from 64
to 256 to 320 and beyond was halted. Vendors turned their
attention to reducing dose leading to several versions of
iterative reconstruction algorithms and other strategies. The
radiology fraternity in the United States was galvanized to
audit practices countrywide and introduce initiatives for
standardizing adult and pediatric CT protocols (ImageWisely
and Image Gently respectively). Several articles in both AJR
and Radiology between 2007 and 2011 addressed a whole
gamut of issues ranging from technical aspects of CT dosim-
etry, risk assessment, and how radiologists could handle
public concerns.16 Meanwhile, the validity of the LNT model
was itself challenged with new evidence by a group of
international experts.17

Close on the heels of this upheaval, Pearce et al, in a
retrospective study of children who had undergone CT scans
of the head, observed that out of every 10,000 children
followed over a 10-year period, there was one excess case
of brain tumor and one excess case of leukemia attributable
to radiation.18 This widely cited study published in Lancet
was later shown to have several serious methodological
flaws. The individual doses were not recorded, and these
doses were estimated from the make and model of the
scanner. These were mostly adult doses from old generation

scanners. Neither clinical indications for the scans nor the
exposure from other investigations the child may have
undergone were taken into consideration. Recent studies
from France and Germany involving children who had un-
dergone CT scans where the indications, family history, and
predisposing conditions were factored in, found no excess
risk of cancer in these children.19

High Background Radiation Areas

Biological effects of low dose radiation have been investigat-
ed by long-term observational studies of populations living
in high background radiation areas (HBRAs). The coastal area
in Karunagapally, Southern Kerala, has large deposits of
thorium containing monazite sands and people living in
the area are exposed to up to 70mGy/y in some locations.
The mean outdoor radiation levels are more than 4mGy/y.
The outdoor and indoor doses of approximately 70,000 adult
residents were recorded, and they were followed up for over
10 years. There was no increased incidence (excess risk) of
cancer in this population compared with controls from
nearby villages which were not HBRA.20 Similar studies
from HBRA in China, Brazil and Iran have also shown no
increased risk of cancer.5

Radiobiology, DNA Repair, Adaptive
Response and Hormesis

Since the body is 65% water and the DNA itself is compacted
into a small part of the cell, direct “hit” by a photon is an
exception rather than the rule. Most of the radiation damage
is mediated through reactive oxygen species (RSOs) gener-
ated by hydrolysis of water molecules by the radiation. The
subsequent injury is thus chemically mediated. The number
of RSOs produced per day in a single human cell from normal
metabolism has been estimated to be around 1 billion (109)!
An efficient detoxifying system consisting of antioxidants,
catalases, superoxide dismutase, etc., limits the number of
DNA alterations to around onemillion (106). DNA alterations
can be single strand breaks, base change, or double strand
breaks (DSBs). While single strand breaks and base changes
are normally repaired efficiently within minutes, DSBs are
uncommon, and the repair is more complex and carries the
risk of lasting damage. In a normal nonradiated cell, DSBs
havebeen estimated to occur at the rate of 0.1/cell/d. A 1mGy
dose to amammalian cell has been estimated to produce only
5�10�3 DNA alterations per cell compared with the huge
106 changes occurring per day in a nonradiated cell. The dose
of 1mGy is expected to produce only 1/1,000th number of
DSBs compared with that produced by the normal endoge-
nous metabolism. However, the proportion of DSB out of the
total DNA alterations produced is 1,000 times more for
ionizing radiation compared with endogenously induced
DNA alterations. At high doses above 1Gy theDSBproportion
increases further and at lethal doses of 2.5 Gy and above it
becomes the dominant effect causing widespread loss of cell
function leading to the multiorgan failure of acute radiation
syndrome.21

Table 1 The evolution of ICRP tissue weighting factors over
three decades

Organs ICRP 26 ICRP 60 ICRP 103

Gonads 0.25 0.20 0.08

Breast 0.15 0.05 0.12

Red marrow 0.12 0.12 0.12

Lung 0.12 0.12 0.12

Thyroid 0.03 0.05 0.04

Colon – 0.12 0.12

Stomach – 0.12 0.12

Esophagus – 0.05 0.04

Liver – 0.05 0.04

Brain – – 0.01

Skin – 0.01 0.01

Remainder 0.30 0.05 0.12

Note: Note reduction in values for gonads and the increases for breast,
stomach, and colon.
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DSB repair is activated within seconds of damage and is
achieved by enzymes in the nucleus, triggered and orches-
trated by several genes. One of the first steps in the DNA
repair process is to pause the cell cycle. The DNA replication
is prevented during repair. If the repair is not successful, the
abnormal cell is eliminated by triggering an immune re-
sponse or taking it down the senescence pathway or by
apoptosis. It has been observed in humans and mice models
that, after exposure to low dose radiation, the activated
defense system remains upregulated for days or even weeks
and responds with even greater efficiency to a subsequent
exposure. This adaptive response has been shown to disap-
pear at higher doses beyond 300mGy which indicates
threshold dose response (►Fig. 1).17 Radiation hormesis is
a related phenomenon whereby the repair systems primed
by low dose radiation offers protection from all causes of
DNA damage leading to a reduction in cancer risk compared
with controls4,22 (►Fig. 1).

Life on earth originated approximately 2 billion years ago
when the amount of radiation, both celestial and terrestrial,
was much higher than it is today posing a permanent threat
to nucleic acid stability. This accounts for the multi-pathway
highly efficient mechanisms for RSO detoxification and DNA
repair in all organisms ranging from the simplest unicellular
yeast to the largest complex multicellular mammals. It has
been said that the LNTmodel is based on a pure physical view
of radiation effect onmatter and does notmake allowance for
inherent DNA repair mechanisms in biological systems.5,22

Lessons from Chernobyl and Fukushima and
the Challenges of a Nuclear Renaissance

The Chernobyl nuclear plant accident in 1986 is a worst-case
scenario in which poor design and operator error combined
to blow up the reactor operating under full power. The
explosion was a result of high-pressure hydrogen gas build
up within the reactor and its subsequent violent reaction
with atmospheric oxygen. The hazards are primarily, heat
and radiation from the exposed reactor and secondarily, fall
out of the radioactive material released into the atmosphere.
Twenty-eight plant personnel and first response fire fighters
died from burns and acute radiation sickness. Radiation fall
out exposed the evacuees in the neighborhood to a whole-
body dose (cumulative over two decades) of 30mSv. Though
from one perspective this is equivalent to only couple of
abdomen CT scans, it is 15 times the maximum permissible
dose for public from a regulatory perspective in most coun-
tries. In the fall out zone outside this core area, the 20-year
cumulative dose for an individualwas 9mSv. In the years that
followed, approximately 15 excess deaths due to thyroid
cancer in children were attributed to radioactive iodine
(I131) intake through milk. Large number of thyroid cancers
detected in this period is believed to have been due to
intensive screening and vast majority of themwere success-
fully treated. No other excess cancer incidence or deaths have
been observed so far.23 Contrary to the general perception of
a “disaster” only approximately 40 to 50 deaths can be
directly linked to the incident. On the other hand, the

large-scale evacuation and resettlement that followed, pro-
duced loss of livelihood, disruption of social bonds, and
profound psychological stress. More than 1,200 suicides
were recorded in this displaced population. Moreover, thou-
sands of pregnancieswere voluntarily aborted in countries as
far away as Greece though the dose from fall out in these
locations was infinitesimally small.24

In 2011, the Fukushima nuclear plant in northern Japan
was hit by a massive tsunami. Unlike Chernobyl, the reactor
was shut down in time. However, the residual heat (decay
heat) could not be cooled down since the back-up generators
for the cooling systemwere flooded. Not a single person was
killed or injured by radiation in the plant. The tsunami itself
killed more than 18,000 people and resulted in extensive
damage to homes and infrastructure. Panic and hurried
evacuation of 100,000 people from a 20 km radius followed.
The fallout from the reactors was widespread; but the
exposure to individuals was not more than 2mSv in a
year! Disruption of medication of chronically ill elderly
people and accidents resulted in the deaths of at least
1,000 people during the evacuation. There has been no
recorded incidence of excess cancer or any other health risks
so far in this population which is being flowed up closely.25

Is it justifiable to risk the lives of hundreds of people now
for a very small probability of reduced cancer in the distant
future? What will be the incremental cost of reducing
already low doses to negligible levels be it a CT or a nuclear
plant? Is there any tangible benefit for such costs to patients
and public? The average nonexpert anywhere in the world
today continues to have the same fear of radiation engen-
dered by the atom bomb in 1945 and this anxiety has been
institutionalized by regulatory policy.

It has become imperative to rapidly reduce CO2 emissions
to offset climate change. Nuclear power is being increasingly
recognized as the cleanest source for base power which can
be supplemented by solar, wind, and other renewable sour-
ces to achieve emission targets. Safety in nuclear installa-
tions is also anchored in the LNT model. Unlike thermal or
hydel power, a large proportion of nuclear power costs goes
intomaintaining safety right from construction, to dedicated
systems, and personnel during operation. A zero dose, abso-
lute safety approach will make nuclear energy financially
unviable, is not practically achievable and is not necessary if
the LNT model is not valid for low doses. The “15 country
study,” an almost 50 years follow up of over 400,000 nuclear
plant workers, some of whom received up to 100mSv
cumulative personal doses, in its final analysis, did not
show any increased rate of cancer or any other deleterious
effect.26,27

Summary

The LNTmodelwasproposed and adopted in the 1950s based
on early studies showing radiation-induced germline dam-
age in fruit flies. The cancer data from the LSS was subse-
quently found to fit the model. Radiation safety concepts in
the medical and nuclear industry are anchored in the LNT
model. However, recent radiobiological studies and the
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long-term follow-up of the atom bomb survivors and other
populations in HBRA seems to indicate that the cancer risk
attributed to low dose radiation (<100mGy) maybe over-
estimated. The UNSCEAR, American Association of Physicists
in Medicine and the French National Academy of sciences
have affirmed that it is not possible to reliably attribute
cancer risk to radiation doses below 100mGy.19,28

A very stringent application of the ALARA principle has
unfortunately resulted in doctors and patients preferringMR
over CT even when it is not appropriate. Moreover, body CT
scan, especially in children, are many times uninterpretable
due to image noise, defeating the very purpose of the scan.
The most commonly performed radiological investigation
with a relatively high dose is amultiphase abdomenMDCT. A
recent study using 256 slice CT and model-based iterative
reconstruction algorithm showed that the dose for a four-
phase abdominal scan of good diagnostic quality was be-
tween 17 and 25mSv only.29

Adaptive response of the DNA repair systems can be
expected to mitigate even repeated radiological exposures
which are typically fractionated and cumulative over time.
Acute patient doses in the 100mSv range are encountered
only in complex interventional procedures. Current concepts
can ameliorate some of the concerns of patients requiring
such procedures. On the other hand, doses to IR personnel
using appropriate protection gear and shielding are very low
and any excess risk for cancer is very unlikely. Gonads are no
longer considered the most radiosensitive organs and con-
genital anomalies or cancer in the next generation is ex-
tremely unlikely with doses in the diagnostic range.
Similarly, for in utero exposure up to even 100mSv, no
anomalies or any other abnormality is expected over and
above the normal incidence.

Conclusion

Limiting dose to patient will remain an important primary
responsibility of the radiologist. However, as data from the
LSS and other exposed populations around the world con-
tinues to accumulate, concepts will have to be continually
reviewed and reshaped. Current state of evidence seems to
indicate that doses below100mSv have negligible or no risks.
Based on a more realistic estimate of risk we could move
from “as low as reasonably achievable” to a “as low as
diagnostically acceptable” paradigm. Apart from adopting
best practices and using advanced technology it has become
imperative for radiologists to keep in touch with develop-
ments in this field so that we can continuously engage with
the rest of the medical fraternity and public and assume our
true roles as counsellors and guardians at the forefront of
medical radiation safety.Meanwhile on the regulatory side, a
“no safe dose” approach is convenient to frame policies and
ensure compliance. But changes in regulatory policy con-
cerning permissible doses could be expected in the future
based on new evidence.
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